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This technical note provides guidelines to ensure the proper handling instructions for Cisco 15454-80-WXC-C= and 15454-WXC-LIC= cards to ensure prevention from handling and shipping damages.

For simplicity in this document, we will use the product name "80WXC-C" instead of "15454-80-WXC-C=" and "15454-WXC-LIC=" PID to indicate the card in subject.
1. Precautions

1.1 Electrostatic Discharge

Electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage to the electrical component of the 80WXC-C card is induced from the rapid flow of electrical charge between two bodies at different potentials, either through direct contact or through an induced electric field. ESD can cause catastrophic or latent damage of electronic components that lead to card functional failures.

Latent ESD damage is also possible when an ESD event occurs below that required to exhibit immediate degradation, but may manifest itself during deployment.

The following recommended guidelines must be followed to prevent ESD damage to the 15454-80-WXC-C= and 15454-WXC-LIC= cards.

- Ensure that operators, equipment, WIP transport trays, work surfaces, and systems are grounded to eliminate static electricity.
- Use only confirmed ESD dissipative coatings or surface finishes on fixtures or tools used to handle the card.
- Use ESD-protective smocks, gloves, and shoes or covers, dissipative bench-top mats, and ESD-protective flooring or matting when manipulating pump modules.
- Remove or control static-generating sources to voltages below the specified maximum for safe ESD handling.
- Use electrostatic shielding containers and antistatic or dissipative carriers.
2. Receiving the 80WXC-C Card

1. The 80WXC-C card must arrive packaged in shipping box (Cisco part# 84-1298-02) and clamshell (Cisco part# 501-00968-01).

2. On arrival, inspect shipping box, box labeling, and clamshell packaging for any damages and/or non-conformances. It is recommended to report to the vendor if any problem with packaging has been found.

3. Removing the 80WXC-C Card from Packaging

1. Remove the clamshell with the 80WXC-C card from shipping box and place it on a clean ESD bench.
2. Inspect for any visible damage to the 80WXC-C card or components from the top side.
3. Flip the clamshell for inspection of bottom side for component damages. Backplane connectors must have two Yellow protective caps as shown.
4. Check to ensure clamshell is properly closed/sealed.
5. After inspection, return the card to the Top side position.

It is recommended to report to the vendor if any damage or non-conformance has been found.
6. While the 80WXC-C card is in the clamshell (in the Top up position), release the two snap locks to open the lid of the clamshell. Do not insert any tool beyond the tab to avoid clamshell blade damage.

7. When the lid is opened, the card is secured in the clamshell with 4 tabs (in red circles). Two tabs on each side of the clamshell.

![Card in Clamshell](image1)

To release the card, perform the following steps:

1. Release the tabs on the right hand side.

2. While holding the card by the faceplate with your left hand, bend the lip of the clamshell down with your right hand and pull the card up to release it from clamshell right side tabs.

![Card Release](image2)

3. Release the lip of the clamshell with your right hand making sure the two locking tabs are under the PCBA surface

4. Release your left hand resting the card above the locking tabs (red circles).

5. Check the clamshell right hand side locking tabs - they shall be released too (blue circles).
6. Now with all locking tabs released, remove the card from clamshell as shown.

7. Transfer the card from the clamshell to the piece of ESD foam as shown.

**Note:** When the card is processed outside the clamshell or system shelf/tray, the card must be placed on a piece of ESD foam – the foam insert from the shipping box can be used. Always use two hands to carry the card around. Hold the card firmly with your fingers by the main board edges or by the faceplate when the card is leaning against the foam. Never hold the card by the faceplate only when it is in air.
Examples of Correct Handling

4. Inserting or Removing the 80WXC-C Card with System Shelf

1. Before inserting the card in system shelf, remove the yellow protection caps from backplane connectors.
2. Visually align the card PCBA to the shelf sliders, hold the card firmly in strict horizontal or vertical position when approaching card to the tray sliders – do not allow any tilt of the card from those positions until PCBA edges are in the tray sliders. While holding the card, do not touch PCBA components.

3. Only when position of the card is controlled by shelf sliders, gently slide the card completely to engage the backplane connector and lock faceplate latches.
To remove the card from the shelf, follow all the insertion steps above in reversed sequence.

**Note:** Never force the card in or out of the shelf. Prevent the card from interfering with adjacent cards that can cause component damage.

5. Storing the 80WXC-C Card

For short term storage within one working day, the cards can be stored on shelving or bench units using individual pieces of foam under the cards in a way that prevents mechanical interference between stored cards. The yellow protective caps must be installed on the backplane connectors during storage.
For long term storage of more than one working day, the cards must be installed in clamshells and can be placed on shelving or bench units. The yellow protective caps must be installed on the backplane connector’s prior to packaging into the clamshell. Do not store one card on top of another unless clamshells are over packed in individual shipping/pizza boxes.

6. Packaging the 80WXC-C Card

To install the card into the clamshell - lay the card on the shallow side of the opened clamshell.
When resting the card into clamshell - align positions of faceplate latches to be in corresponding clamshell compartments (red circles). Then, while holding the card with your right hand by the faceplate, bend down the left side lip of the clamshell to snap two clamshell locking tabs over main board edge (blue circles).

**Warning:** When inserting the card into the clamshell or locking tabs, do not touch the electronic components on PCBA. The fingers pressure can introduce damage.
Damage that can occur with contact to the power supply

Now lock the right side clamshell locking tabs – While holding faceplate with left hand, bend the lip of the clamshell down to snap locking tabs over main board edges.

Inspect all the 4 locking tabs – they all must secure the card in clamshell holding it on main board edges,
Close the clamshell. There are two snapping points and all the four corners of the clamshell that are required to be snapped to lock the clamshell.

a) Lock the two back corners:  
b) Lock the two front corners

c) Lock two snapping points  
d) Inspect the position of the card in the clamshell
7. Shipping the 80WXC-C Card

If the 80WXC-C card needs to be shipped to another location, it is required to be shipped in Cisco specified shipping box (Cisco part# 84-1298-02). The box also can be used for long term storage of the card.

Before placing the clamshell in shipping box, inspect the position of the card, all locks, and snapping points. Ensure the card position is secured in the clamshell. Place the clamshell on the bottom of foam insert. Place piece of protective foam on the top of the clamshell and close the box.

Apply shipping label that must contain product ID and serial number.

Notes:

1. Save all the packaging material (box and clamshell) if the card needs to be returned.
2. Only a Cisco resource can approve shipping card in a non-conforming shipping box.